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Optional Tablet cable management through 
gooseneck to integrated power adapter

Optional Storage Basket 5" x 5" x 4" 
(12.7 cm x 12.7 cm x 10.2 cm) with cord wrap or 

10" x 6" x 9" (25.4 cm x 15.2 cm x 22.9 cm) 
with cord wrap

Add medical accessories such as baskets, 
sanitizer dispenser mounts, and wipes 

container holders to customize your roll stand

24.5" (62.2 cm) low center of gravity anti-tip 
base, compliant to IEC606061 healthcare 

stability standard

Height adjustment range: 
25.75" - 64.5" (65.4 cm - 163.8 cm)

Ergonomic tablet hand-tight 
adjustment: tilt, pan, and rotate

Infection-control friendly, wipeable, 
medical-grade gooseneck

23.75" (60.3 cm) long gooseneck for 
comfortable viewing by patients at 

center of hospital bed

Ergonomic steering handle

Optional 3' (0.9 m) (extends to 6' [1.8 m]) 
Coiled Medical-grade Power Cord

Medical-grade wipeable surfaces on 
gooseneck, pole, and base. Safe for cleaning 
with commonly used medical cleaners per 

infection control standards

Large casters designed for hospital 
use with ergonomic, easy-to-use, 

brake levers

Developed specifically for healthcare in collaboration with healthcare facilities, Amico's Gooseneck Roll Stand combines utility, durability, 
and customization into a robust piece of equipment. Easy to use, secure, and easy to clean, Amico's Gooseneck Roll Stand is a Telehealth 
Communication Station applicable for use by patients and caregivers.

Telehealth Workstations
Gooseneck Roll Stand

LIGHTNING 2.0

Secure, key-lock tablet holder
Standard: 11" - 13.5" (27.94 cm - 34.29 cm) 

(outside, corner-to-corner dimension), up to 0.4" thick
Large Tablet Kit: 13.5" - 15.5" (34.29 cm - 39.37 cm) 

(outside, corner-to-corner dimension), up to 0.8" thick
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Standard Equipment

Optional Equipment

Gooseneck
Infection-control friendly, wiepable, 

medical-grade gooseneck

Effortless Rolling
Large casters designed for hospital 
use with ergonomic, easy-to-use, 

brake levers

Reach
23" (58.4 cm) long gooseneck for 

comfortable viewing by patients at 
center of bed

Tablet Adjustment
360° tablet adjustment for 

optimal viewing position, with 
hand-tight securement

Plug Type
3' (0.9 m) power cord with 
plug type available for all 

international standards (see part 
matrix on pg. 5 for choices)

Small Basket Package
5" x 5" x 4" 

(12.7 cm x 12.7 cm x 10.2 cm) 
basket with cord wrap and handle

Large Basket Package
10" x 6" x 9" 

(25.4 cm x 15.2 cm x 22.9 cm) 
basket with cord wrap and handle

Infection Control
Medical-grade wipeable surfaces 

on gooseneck, pole, and base. Safe 
for cleaning with commonly used 

medical cleaners per infection 
control standards

Anti-Tip Base
24.5" (62.2 cm) low center of gravity 

base, compliant to IEC606061 
healthcare stability standard

Large Tablet Holder
Secure locking holder for 13.5" - 15.5" (34.29 cm - 
39.37 cm) (outside, corner-to-corner dimension), 

up to 0.8" thick (See Part Matrix on pg. 5)

Integrated Power Adapter
Secure power coupling with optional 
pre-run USB-C or Lightning cable (see 
pg. 5) and 3' (0.9 m) coiled power cord 

(extends to 6' (1.8 m)

Locking Tablet Holder
Secure, key-lock tablet holder for 

tablets 11" - 13.5" (27.94 cm - 34.29 cm) 
(outside, corner to corner dimension), 

up to 0.4" (1.01cm) thick 
(See Part Matrix on pg. 5 for factory-

installed tablet size options, and Large 
Tablet Kit on pg. 5 for on-site upgrades)
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Accessories

Ergonomic Handle
Ergonomic, infection control 

friendly handle makes moving the 
roll stand easy

Chart Holder
Locate your charts close at hand, 

behind the worktop

Power Supply Holder
Strap in storage for your power 

supply or bar

Sanitizer Holder
Securely store your sanitizer pump

Equipment Wipes Holder
Mounting bracket for your 

equipment wipes dispenser

Small Basket
5" x 5" x 4" 

(12.7 cm x 12.7 cm x 10.2 cm) 
sterilizable wire basket. Includes 

cord wrap

Large Basket
10" x 6" x 9" 

(25.4 cm x 15.2 cm x 22.9 cm) 
sterilizable wire basket. Includes 

cord wrap

Power Bar
Provide power to multiple devices on 
the roll stand - all international power 
types available (power cord included)

Glove Box Holder
Storage for boxes of gloves

(works with tissue boxes too)

Cord Wrap
Neatly store your cables and 

cords when not in use. 
Attaches to basket or cart

Large Tablet Kit
Increases tablet holder size range to 
13.5" to 15.5" (34.29 cm to 39.37 cm), 

up to 0.8" (2.04 cm) thick

Base Counterweight
Increases stability when adding 

accessories and storing supplies on 
your roll stand
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Configure your Goose

RS8 - 421 - V X Y - ZZZ

Power Cord 
Plug Type

0
No Power Cord 

(Choose if you selected 
[N] for Integrated 
Power Adapter)

Universal

B
North America 

(with ground pin)

Universal

UniversalI
Australia

(with ground pin)

Universal

UniversalK
Denmark 

(with ground pin)

Universal

UniversalG
United Kingdom 
(with ground pin)

Universal

UniversalF
Europe & Russia 

(with ground port)

Integrated 
Power 

Adapter
N

Gooseneck without 
Integrated Power 

Adapter

C
USB-C Cable through 
Gooseneck to secured 

coupling*

L
Lightning Cable 

through Gooseneck to 
secured coupling*

B
USB-C & Lightning 

Cable through 
Gooseneck to secured 

coupling*

P
Secured coupling only, 
customer installs own 
cable on-site (North 

America only)

* Includes 3' 
(0.9 m) Coiled 
Power Cable 

(extends to 6' 
(1.8 m) from 

secure coupling 
at base of 

Gooseneck)

Locking 
Tablet 
Holder

H
11" - 13.5" 

(27.94 cm -34.29 cm) 
(outside, corner-to-
corner dimension), 

up to 0.4" thick

E
13.5" - 15.5" 

(34.29 cm - 39.37 cm) 
(outside, corner-to-
corner dimension), 

up to 0.4" thick

T
11" - 13.5" 

(27.94 cm - 34.29 cm) 
(outside, corner-to-
corner dimension), 

up to 0.8" thick

B
13.5" - 15.5" 

(34.29 cm - 39.37 cm) 
(outside, corner-to-
corner dimension), 

up to 0.8" thick

V
VESA mount, without 
locking tablet holder

* Outside 
corner-to-

corner diagonal 
dimension 
11.5"-13.5" 
(27.94 cm - 

4.29 cm)

** Outside 
corner-to-

corner diagonal 
dimension 
13.5"-15.5" 
(34.29 cm - 
39.37 cm)

Accessory 
Package

000
No Accessories Added

KT1
5" x 5" x 4" 

(12.7 cm x 12.7 cm x 
10.2 cm) 

Basket with Cord Wrap 
+ Handle

PKG
10" x 6" x 9" 

(25.4 cm x 15.2 cm x 
22.9 cm) 

Basket with Cord Wrap 
+ Handle
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Technical Specifications

Dimensions 24.5" x 24.5" x 65.5" (62.2 cm x 62.2 cm x 164.4 cm)

Weight 21.5 lbs (9.8 kg)

Max Tablet Weight 3 lbs (1.36 kg)

Fits Tablet Sizes

Standard: 11" - 13.5" (27.94 cm - 34.29 cm)  
(outside, corner-to-corner dimension), up to 0.4" thick

Large Tablet Kit: 13.5" - 15.5" (34.29 cm - 39.37 cm)  
(outside, corner-to-corner dimension), up to 0.8" thick

Locking Tablet Holder Yes

Tablet Adjustment Tilting, 360-degree rotating

Tablet Adjustment Lock Hand-tight

Tablet Min / Max Height 25.75" / 65.5" (65.4 cm / 166.4 cm)

Gooseneck Length (Stem to Tablet) 22.5" (60.3 cm)

Gooseneck Reach (Horizontal) 16" (40.6 cm)

Gooseneck Material Wipeable sealed medical-grade sheath covering ridged steel wire.

Casters Large locking casters designed for hospital use with ergonomic, easy-to-use, brake levers.

Cable Management Through Gooseneck to optional integrated tablet power adapter with 3' (0.9 m) compact, coiled 
medical-grade power cord.

Infection Control Medical-grade wipeable surfaces on Gooseneck, pole, and base. Safe for cleaning with commonly 
used medical cleaners per infection control standards.

Standards Compliance
• ADA

• IEC60601 Stability

Quality Management

• ISO 9001:2015

• ISO 13485:2016

• CE

Warranty 3 years

Represented By:Amico Accessories Inc. | 85 Fulton Way, Richmond Hill, ON L4B 2N4, Canada
Toll Free Tel: 1.877.264.2697 | Tel: 905.763.7778 | Fax: 905.763.8587
Email: accessories@amico.com | www.amico.com

WITH STANDARD TABLET MOUNT

11" - 13"
TABLET SIZE

13" - 15.5"
TABLET SIZE

WITH EXTENDED KIT


